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ABSTRACT

The triple-axis neutron scattering technique has
been used to measure the temperature dependence of the
spin-wave and critical scattering below Tc(-120 K) in
the metallic ferromagnet C0S2. Tne spin-wave disper-
sion relations at small propagation vectors(IqlfO.SA"1)
can be described by flto •Dq2-Eq't with D of about 110
meV-A2 and E/D of 1>U2A2 at 78 K.with a small aniso-
tropy observed in the different symmetry directions of
the crystal. At small q, D is found to renormalize as
(1-T/Tc)

e with 6-0.24. Some indication of a triple-
peaked structure in the scattering spectrum was ob-
served immediately below T .

The properties of the metallic conductor C0S2 and
its solid solutions with FeS2 and NiS2 are considerably
less complicated to interpret than the 3-d ferromagne-
tic elements and alloys because the former's electrical
and magnetic characteristics both arise from the same
single d-band which is free from hybridization with s
or p bands. For this reason they have been extensively
studied in recent years1 and many of their properties
have been successfully interpreted in terms of the
tight-binling Hubbard model. These systems therefore
appear to be favorable to study the influence of the
Itineracy of the d-electrons on the magnetic excitation
spectrum.

In the present study ve report measurements of the
spin-wave spectrum and critical scattering for CoS2,
which has the pyrite crystal structure and is ferromag-
netic below 120 K.1 The spin-wave dispersion relations
were measured on a single crystal which was grown by
the chemical transport technique. Unfortunately, the
neutron scattering measurements are hindered by the
relatively large absorption and incoherent scattering
cross sections for .cobalt. Moreover, the magnetic mo
ment is only 0.84 UJJ per cobalt atom, and this coupled
with the small sample.size (0.2 cm3) available has limi-
ted the present spin-wave measurements to wave vectors
less than 0.3A"1.. Since the spin-wave dispersion was
found to be approximately isotropic in q, however, the



measurements of the critical scattering and the renor-
malization of the spin waves at small wave vectors
could be taken in the forward direction on a powder sam-
ple of considerably larger volume(5 cm3). This sample
was in the form of a plate 8 mm thick.

The neutron scattering measurements were made with
the triple-axis spectrometers at the Brookhaven High
Flux Beam Reactor. Host of the apin-wave measurements
on the single crystal were taken with the constant-E
technique with an incident neutron energy of 41 meV.
Because of the inherently weak inelastic intensity, we
were obliged to use the relaxed horizontal collimation
of 40* full width at half maximum (FWHM) both before
and after the pyrolytic graphite (FG) nonochromator and
analyzer. The nominal FWHM energy resolution under
these conditions was 4 meV. The measurements on the
powder were made with the constant-Q technique. The
incident energy in this case was 13.7 meV and 10' col-
limation was used before and after the monochromator
and analyzer. The nominal FWHM energy resolution was
0.2 meV, and useful data could be obtained for scatter-
ing angles larger than 0.5*. A F6 filter was used for
both 41 and 13.7 mev incident neutrons to reduce un-
wanted higher order wavelengths. All the spin-wave
energies presented have been corrected for the finite
resolution of the instrument.

The dispersion relations for the spin waves in ths
high-symaetry directions at 78 K are shown .in Fig. 1.
Our data extend only to 0.3 A'1, which is about 1/4 of
the way to the zone boundary (1.14 A"1) in the [001]
direction. Over this wave-vector range the spin-wave
dispersion relation can be expanded in a power series
in q2. The data have therefore been least-squares
fitted to the expression flu. • nq2- Eq1*. The resultant
fits are shown in the figure as solid curves. For the
three high-symmetry directions [001], [110], and [111],
we obtained values for the spin-wave stiffness parame-
ter D of 105, 116 and 118 meV-A2, respectively. The
smaller value of D in the [001] direction is outside
our experimental e m r , so there appears to be a small
amount of anisotropy present. On the other hand, meas-
urements of the bulk magnetization show only a very
small anisotropy.2 The ratios E/D of the fourth-order
coefficients to the second-order coefficients are 1.9,
1.6, and 1.1 A2 for the [001], [110], and [111] direc-
tions, respectively.

The temperature dependence of the spin-wave scat-
tering was observed in two different energy regions.
For energies between 4 and 8 raeV the magnetic scatter-
ing as measured in constant-E scans shows well-defined
peaks at low temperatures, which then increase in width
with increasing temperature without any significant
shift of the peak positions. Although a very broad



peak is observed even above Tc, one cannot attribute a
propagating character to this peak, because the width
of the peak suggests that there are no side peaks in the
spectral weight function. In order to determine if
there is any resemblance to the propagating behavior ob-
served in iron and nickel3, it is necessary to measure
the magnetic scattering at higher energies and wave vec-
tors, which are unfortunately experimentally inacces-
sible at present because of the small sample size.

At small values of q the spin-wave energies change
rapidly near Tc. It is convenient to present the re-
normalization of the spin-wave energies by the tempera-
ture dependence of the stiffness parameter D(T). The
results are shown in Fig. 2. We have fit these data to
the expression D<T) - D(0) (1 - T/Tc)?. With T c fixed
to the measured value, the least-squares fit gave a va-
lue of &"0.24±0.02, which agrees well with the exponent
of 0.25±0.01 obtained by Jlbu et al1* front measurements
of the magnetization.

The observed temperature dependence of the magne-
tic scattering below T c is shown in Fig. 3 for a wave
vector of 0.06 A~l. To obtain this data a large back-
ground correction has b*ma made to the data at energies
around E-0. This background originates primarily from
air scattering and small angle scattering from the cry-
ostat and sample. The observed scattering around E"0 at
78 K and room temperature coincided within experimental
error and were taken as background. This amounted to
1245±15 counts/23 minutes at E-0. The absence of a cen-
tral component at 110 K assures that the background sub-
traction has been performed satisfactorily. The spectra
at temperatures closer to T e suggest that there may be
a triple-peaked structure* the two side bands being the
spin waves at ±Ku-, and the central peak being due to
longitudinal correlations. Such a central diffusive
•ode is not present in other nearly isotropic ferroaag-
nets such as Fe, Ml5! Co*, EuS or EuO7, whereas this
component has been clearly seen in isotropic antiferro-
magnets such as KbMnF38 and in very anisotropic ferro-
magnets such as MaP.9 Although the present data sug-
gest that there is a central mode in CoS2» clearly more
effort will be required in order to unambiguously de-
cide this question.
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Flu. 3. Conatant-Q profilts of the nagnctic scattaxing
bclov Tc(« 122.5 X). Background faa» bean subtracted.
The dat* suggest that there may be a central component
to the scattering below Xc.


